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Industrial Market Offers Durability in
Uncertain Economic Climate

Metros without sizable development will see less impact to vacancies and rents. With industrial users bolstering inventories during
the recovery, the need for additional storage space should emerge.
Concurrently, companies with an e-commerce presence may have to
occupy additional or larger distribution space as they ramp up operations. Together these absorption drivers should somewhat offset a
wave of speculative deliveries coming to a select number of metros.
While newly completed properties in heavily developed markets may
struggle to secure tenants, assets in locales with less development
will fare better. Fewer disruptions to operations in those cities will
help preserve rental rates. Areas with higher vacancy, though, will
prompt rising concessions, weighing on rent in select regions and
contributing to a decline in the nationwide average.
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Economic Downturn Raises Availability
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Development remains largely on track, concentrated in a handful of major markets. The suspension of nonessential construction activity at the onset of the pandemic extended industrial project timelines, yet many of these properties remain slated for 2020
completion. The 210 million to 260 million square feet of space
expected to open this year will prolong a five-year streak of robust
supply additions. Yet, the impact of deliveries will not be felt across
the board, as seven markets, primarily regional distribution hubs,
will account for just over half of this year’s total volume.
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Pandemic Suspends Rent Growth Trend
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Health crisis bolsters outlook for warehouse and distribution
space. As the nation attempts to reopen and recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic, the industrial sector is likely to face fewer headwinds than some other commercial real estate segments.
Warehouses and distribution centers are poised to benefit from the
expansion of e-commerce activity during the economic shutdown
as well as the buildup of inventories by retailers, suppliers and manufacturers following initial shortages. Disruptions to global supply
chains are also likely to aid storage facilities near ports as exports
wait for a smaller number of container vessels to arrive. Multiple
solid demand drivers are likely to bolster the investment sales landscape as well. Well-capitalized buyers view warehouse and distribution properties with credit tenants as attractive investment options, creating an environment where investor interest outweighs
available quality offerings. Markets with significant barriers to entry that recorded steady industrial tenant demand during the pandemic may generate the strongest valuations.

Health Crisis Moderates Construction Pipeline
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Industrial 2020 Outlook Highly Dependent on Supply-Chain Recovery
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Stronger
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Economic Downturn

Longer

Short Downturn/Strong Recovery

Extended Downturn/Strong Recovery

• V-shaped economic recovery

• Extended U-shaped economic recovery

• Consumer demand rebounds, purchasing of nonessential goods rises

• Consumer shopping more permanently shifts to online ordering

• Global trade volumes improve

• Industrial tenant demand for short-term storage rises

• Factories restart production lines

• Projects under construction face some delays

• Minimal interruption to construction pipeline

• Investors target distribution or storage space near households, ports

Short Downturn/Weak Recovery

Extended Downturn/Weak Recovery

• ✓-shaped economic recovery

• L-shaped economic recovery

• Number of cargo vessels at sea declines

• Global shipping lines altered, regional suppliers needed more

• Production lines slow to restart

• Reshoring of manufacturing begins

• Some prospective construction projects reevaluated

• Construction limited to build-to-suit projects

• Well-capitalized buyers compete for fewer listings

• Investors focus on properties with long-term demand drivers

Short Downturn/Strong Recovery

Extended Downturn/Strong Recovery

Rapid economic recovery invigorates supply chain. A resolution
to the health crisis by late summer followed by a quick rebound in
job creation and consumer spending would stabilize supply chains.
With an end to the shutdown, demand for both essential and
nonessential products, both at home and abroad, would restore
normal import/export processes. As stockpiles fall, production
lines would begin to ramp up, easing inventories of raw materials
that built up during factory closures. A speedy recovery would also
allow build-to-suit and select speculative developments in the
pipeline to proceed with minimal delay. Investment activity would
begin to return to levels close to those observed pre-pandemic.

A protracted downturn would heighten demand for short-term
storage. If the health crisis continues past the summer or a second
wave of infections hits, households that have grown accustomed to
shopping online for groceries and essential goods would continue
to do so. The retailers providing these goods would need to maintain larger safety stocks as health precautions continue to disrupt
supply lines. The need to house additional inventory would emphasize the importance of industrial storage solutions, including
cold-storage facilities for perishables. Investors would be likely to
increase focus on warehouses near ports and population centers,
with a key emphasis on stabilized tenant rent rolls.

Short Downturn/Weak Recovery

Extended Downturn/Weak Recovery

A slower recovery would prolong conditions that arose during
the pandemic. An extended recovery after a brief downturn would
dampen consumer demand and hiring velocity for the rest of 2020,
continuing to weigh on import/export activity. Ocean carriers may
continue to cancel voyages to and from U.S. ports with domestic
production lines unlikely to return to pre-pandemic capacity
for many months. Uncertainty regarding the length of recovery
could also prevent speculative construction projects from moving
forward. While well-capitalized buyers confident in the long-term
performance of the sector will remain eager to close deals, owners
with stabilized assets may be reluctant to sell, leading to fewer
available listings.

A deep and prolonged downturn that leads to an extended recovery could cause global trade to shift. An extended shutdown
followed by a lengthy return to pre-pandemic economic growth
would have a profound impact on domestic supply chains. Major
interruptions to global trade would push more consumers to rely
on regional suppliers, with more manufacturers beginning the
multi-year process of reshoring. Construction would be limited to
build-to-suit projects, reducing the overall pipeline after years of
elevated development. The benefits of less development to stabilized assets will likely be outweighed by the drop in consumer demand. Investors with a long-term prospective of the sector would
continue to be active, possibly repositioning assets in response to
changes in global commerce.
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CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINE:
TWO-YEAR
OUTLOOK
BY BUILDING SIZE (SQ. FT.)
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Surge in Necessities Demand Increases
Safety Stockpiling and Cold-Storage Use
March Preparedness Buying Increases
Inventory Turnover Ratio
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Health Crisis Sets Record Grocery Sales
For Spring Season
March Grocery Sales

April Grocery Sales

Y-O-Y Percent Change
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Suppliers and essential retailers utilize more inventory space.
The surge in demand for household necessities and medical products at the onset of the health crisis highlighted the limitations of
just-in-time inventory systems popular with many retailers. Now,
more than two months after initial stay-at-home orders were put in
place, suppliers are working to solve current shortages and prevent
new ones. If a second wave of infections arrives, bolstering stocks
before a further decline in imports will be critical for maintaining
inventories until the national supply chain stabilizes. To accomplish this, suppliers are expected to utilize 5 to 10 percent more industrial space than immediately needed to build safety stockpiles.
This decision has the potential to boost demand for small and midsize warehouses in regional distribution hubs, benefiting operators
with available square footage or upcoming lease expirations.
Surge in remote orders prompts grocers to bolster warehouse
footprints. While sales for most retail categories have declined
substantially during the pandemic, grocery-related spending has
spiked, aided by a surge in at-home orders. This behavior mirrors a
larger shift to more overall online spending, a natural consequence
of social distancing practices and the closing of many nonessential
stores. This increase in digital sales, both at grocers and other retailers, may continue after the health crisis is resolved. People who
have never ordered anything online before may now become comfortable with the concept. This behavior, an acceleration of the decades-long trend toward more e-commerce shopping, enhances the
need for logistics space, both large and small. Grocers, which have
only adopted direct-to-consumer delivery and curbside pickup services relatively recently, are in particular need for such space.
To avoid food shortages, firms fill cold-storage facilities. The high
volume of grocery shopping, both in-store and at home, has made it
difficult for some grocers to fulfill large orders or replenish stocks
of popular items. The temporary closures of some major processing
plants are also limiting the amount of meat products distributed to
stores and warehouses. To avoid future shortages, grocers and food
suppliers are likely to stockpile inventory up front, increasing their
demand for cold-storage space. Facilities able to handle high volumes of perishables should see a rise in leasing activity, especially
near key distribution hubs or major population centers. Warehouses with the ability to house both wet and dry storage are also likely
to witness a surge in potential tenants. The increased demand for
this and cold-storage space should bolster occupancies and rental
rates, drawing the attention of investors.
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Greater Need for Short-Term Storage and Distribution Operations
Leads Industrial Tenants to Reevaluate Space Needs
Disrupted logistical processes stretch companies’ inventories.
Interruptions to global shipping are leading to the buildup of imports and exports at and around port facilities. Health precautions
also prompted numerous factories to close, halting the distribution
of raw materials utilized in manufacturing. With production lines
now slow to ramp up, the volume of unused raw materials housed at
warehouses near rail lines is likely to rise. These multiple sources of
accumulation are likely to exceed the current footprints, increasing
demand for short-term industrial storage solutions, with implications for leasing activity.
Operators exhibit flexibility with leases and rental rates while
economic uncertainty persists. A heightened need for near-term
industrial storage solutions will be a boon for operators who have
struggled to lease smaller warehouses or vacant spaces within larger multi-tenant properties. More owners may offer nontraditional
or short-term leases as they attempt to generate income during a
possibly lengthy recovery. Current market uncertainty is weighing
on more traditional leasing activity, however, particularly for other
types of industrial space. In contrast to years past, more operators
are likely to offer rent concessions and accept short-term lease extensions at existing monthly rates. The priority for many operators
now, instead of capturing rent growth, is to avoid re-leasing properties during a volatile time. Securing tenants for the next six to 18
months will be a key factor.

Growth of e-commerce opens up new last-mile delivery options.
Greater online spending fueled by stay-at-home orders has underscored the importance of last-mile distribution space, influencing
leasing decisions. To streamline last-mile deliveries, both digitally
native and traditionally brick-and-mortar businesses may adopt
normally seasonal distribution strategies, namely micro fulfillment centers. Typically utilized during the holidays, these pop-up
facilities may serve as a permanent element of local supply chains
post-recovery. These infill locations are often housed in smaller
multi-tenant warehouses to reduce delivery times and transportation costs. Demand for last-mile support may also benefit shuttered
floor plans at shopping centers. Well-capitalized online retailers
may decide to repurpose vacant retail stores for last-mile distribution space.
Health concerns may prompt consolidation. Companies that
operate across multiple facilities may change how they use space
moving forward due to the impacts of COVID-19. In order to better protect employee health, improve operational efficiencies and
maintain stringent product safety oversight, some firms may consolidate operations within a single, central location. These organizations are likely to occupy 500,000- to 1 million-square-foot-plus
properties, leaving behind clusters of vacant smaller and midsized
floor plans. Such is the case with Uline, a shipping company that
recently leased a newly built 1.2 million-square-foot facility in the
Inland Empire to complete its regional consolidation plan.

Leasing Velocity Notably Slows in April
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PORT VOLUME SPREADS INLAND, DRIVING INVENTORY GROWTH
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Top 5 Markets by Q1 2020 Deliveries
Container Port Cargo
(thousands of TEUs)
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COVID-19 IMPACT ON CONTAINER AND AIR CARGO VOLUMES
• As of May 20, annual containerized cargo volume at U.S. ports was down approximately 20 to 25 percent compared with 2019. Bulk cargo
movements have declined 15 to 25 percent, while volumes of roll-on/roll-off cargo, primarily automobiles, have fallen by 20 percent or more
at major East and West Coast ports.

• Blank sailings, where carriers cancel port calls, have resulted in revenue losses at large ports of roughly $300,000 per voided ship.
• In April, global air cargo volumes declined 39 percent compared with the same month last year.

* Pre-COVID-19 pandemic 2020 construction forecasts
Sources: American Association of Port Authorities; CoStar Group, Inc.; U.S. Department of Transportation; Federal Aviation Administration; CLIVE Data Services
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Disruptions to International Shipping
Raises Warehouse Demand Near Ports

Potential trade disruption raises demand for domestic industrial storage space. A several-month span of reduced consumer demand has driven retailers and manufacturers to withdraw purchase
orders from Asian and Europe. These cancellations and a buildup
of nonessential goods domestically is prompting ocean carriers to
cancel overseas shipments to U.S. ports, also known as blank sailings. Extending into at least the third quarter, these voided trips
will significantly reduce import volumes in the near future, altering
rail and trucking operations across the country. If global demand
for U.S. exports rises during this time, the high number of blank
sailings could mean there will not be enough vessels at sea to take
on cargo leaving the country. In this scenario, wait times for incoming carriers to refill with exports would be notably extended. This
combination of factors would create a scenario where both recent
imports and pending exports have to be stored for a prolonged period, increasing the demand for space at warehouses.
Complications with sea-bound trade may direct more distributors to the air. The disruption to global shipping caused by blank
sailings could alter supply chains, especially if a second wave of infections develops or the domestic economy is slow to recover. While
fewer cargo vessels are available, many passenger airplanes are flying at a fraction of their capacity, creating an opportunity to transport a higher volume of cargo over the air. If fuel prices were also to
remain low for a protracted period, the costs of airfreight relative
to ocean voyages would also decline. Under this scenario, some logistics firms may ship more lightweight finished goods by air, which
would shift some distribution activity away from sea ports toward
airport hubs, potentially benefiting nearby warehouse space as well.

Chinese Export Activity Begins to Recover
Total Export Value (Billions USD)

Buildup of imports lifts demand for port-adjacent warehouses.
As COVID-19 spread across the globe, container volumes arriving at
major U.S. ports fell. While Asian manufacturing and exports have
since begun to recover, high U.S. unemployment is likely to subdue
domestic consumer demand for nonessential imports. Fewer imports being distributed inland means more items accumulating at
coastal ports. To prevent this near-term backlog of shipments from
interfering with the movement of essential goods, cargo owners
may shift containers from shipping terminals to nearby storage facilities. If demand for storage space near primary ports rises, warehouse operators with available square footage could benefit. These
investors may initially offer available space for a weekly or monthly
fee, with more traditional leases likely to follow if an extended recovery or second wave of stay-at-home orders hold down consumer
demand for a longer period.
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U.S. Rail Carload/Intermodal Volumes Fall
As Factory Closures Halt Flow of Raw Materials
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Short-Term Economic Uncertainty Interrupts Some
Investment Sales Despite Positive Long-Term Outlook
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Cap Rate Spread Over 10-Year Treasury
Near Widest Point in Two Decades
Industrial Cap Rate
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Health crisis impacts industrial capital liquidity. The disruption
to capital markets caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has altered
the availability of financing for all property types, including industrial. Some banks, life insurance companies and other national
lenders have paused their industrial loan originations. Regional and
local banks are more active, favoring well-capitalized borrowers
familiar to them. General underwriting terms will vary depending
on the location of the asset and credit quality of the tenant. While
yields on U.S. Treasurys have fallen to historical lows, lenders have
also widened spreads, setting floors on interest rates. Conditions
will likely be most conservative for financing on speculative construction projects, many of which may be reevaluated if the economic downturn persists.

Pre-Health Crisis Sale Price Trends

Y-O-Y Percent Change

Deal flow fluctuation during the recovery not reflective of investor confidence. Tight vacancy and positive asking rent growth in
most of the nation’s major industrial hubs was translating to strong
investor demand for warehouses and distribution facilities prior
to the onset of the economic shutdown. Portfolios involving post2000-built assets and smaller, sub-$5 million warehouses were
driving deal flow, namely in metros with sizable airports, intermodal yards, and growing populations. As these markets now begin to
reopen, many private and institutional buyers remain confident in
the long-term performance of these local industrial sectors. Yet,
economic and pricing uncertainty in the short term may prompt
operators to hold onto income-producing assets, heightening competition for properties that are listed. Recently delivered facilities
unable to secure tenants and older buildings with upcoming lease
expirations and outdated layouts may come to market at a discount,
generating opportunities for buyers willing to assume risk.
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